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PolicyFlow: Interpreting Policy Difusion in Context
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Stability in social, technical, and inancial systems, as well as the capacity of organizations to work across

borders, requires consistency in public policy across jurisdictions. The difusion of laws and regulations across

political boundaries can reduce the tension that arises between innovation and consistency. Policy difusion

has been a topic of focus across the social sciences for several decades, but due to limitations of data and

computational capacity, researchers have not taken a comprehensive and data-intensive look at the aggregate,

cross-policy patterns of difusion. This work combines visual analytics and text and network analyses to help

understand how policies, as represented in digitized text, spread across states. As a result, our approach can

quickly guide analysts to progressively gain insights into policy adoption data. We evaluate the efectiveness

of our system via case studies with a real-world policy dataset and qualitative interviewswith domain experts.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Understanding the transmission of ideas, information, and resources among individuals and orga-
nizations has been a central theme in many ields, such as collective actions [18, 34], international
cooperation [23], and economic development [6]. In the public policy domain, as the political ac-
tors (citizens, governments, or countries) repeatedly face similar political circumstances and un-
certainty, the making and deployment of policies often involves a learning or difusion process
where political actors look to each other when making policy choices. Identifying such policy dif-
fusion pathways is crucial for developing innovative yet consistent policies to address new societal
challenges. However, as the difusion process involves dynamic connections among political ac-
tors, observing such connections is diicult. In this work, we present a visual analytics system that
enables the discovery of persistent policy difusion patterns.
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13:2 Y. Ahn and Y.-R. Lin

Fig. 1. PolicyFlow is a visual interactive system for exploring the time-evolving paterns of policy adoption.
(a) Network-View visualizes the underlying policy difusion network of states inferred from the trajectory of
policy adoptions. Each node within the network represents a state, with the color indicating the correspond-
ing region (Western, Southern, Mideastern, or Midwestern). (b) The system supports filtering the dataset
by (i) categorical, (ii) topical, (iii) geo-spatial, and (iv) temporal dimensions. (c) This results in a smaller
difusion network corresponding to the specific political context (Midwestern (white) and Southern states
(orange) appear in the network). (d) When a user selects a specific policy, a policy-specific network is ren-
dered with the edges indicating the discrepancy between the general difusion network and the adoption
patern of the selected policy. (CA is hovered in the current view, with similar states also colored as orange).
(e) The socio-economic atributes of states (e.g., total population) helps reveal how such factors correlate
to the adoption paterns (state nodes in (d) and (e) are colored green with respect to total population). (f)
Policy-Inspection-View shows the adoption sequence of the selected policy and reveals the likely influ-
ence of policies from/to other states.

There is abundant political science literature that analyzes policy difusion, in which the poli-
cies adopted in a given place and time are repeatedly inluenced by prior policy choices made
elsewhere. For example, the pioneering work by Walker [38] analyzed and theorized how policies
spread from the pioneering states to the rest of the American states. Berry and Baybeck [6] incor-
porated geographic information systems (GIS) to analyze economic difusion between contiguous
states. Most of these works are limited to studying a single policy. Recently, Desmarais et al. [15]
combined the machine learning algorithm and accumulation of policy data to characterize per-
sistent policy difusion patterns. They used the latent network inference algorithm, called NetInf

[22] to infer policy difusion networks connecting the American states over time. Although these
works have made great progress in learning a policy difusion network from multiple policies, un-
derstanding such a network across diferent political settings—such as to lexibly examine the dif-
fusion patterns across diferent times, diferent regions, or across diferent topics—is challenging.

We propose a novel visual analytics system, called PolicyFlow, (Figure 1) that allows for in-
terpreting and examining policy difusion in context—that is, across various spatial, temporal, and
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multiple policy settings. We work closely with domain experts to design an interactive visualiza-
tion system that helps answer the following relevant questions. What would the underlying difu-
sion network look like? Who are the leaders in the network? Do the network and leaders change
over time and regions, and across various topics of policies? What are possible factors associated
with the difusion patterns? To what extent do the inferred patterns capture the observed data?
In this work, we propose a suite of visual analytic tools to better explain and assess the results
derived from the black-box network inference algorithm and aggregate policy adoption data.

To summarize, our contributions include the following:

(1) System design: We propose a visual analytics system that ofers interpretable pattern dis-
covery of policy difusion. We provide a suite of analytics and visualizations that facili-
tates the examination of policy difusion patterns across diferent facets—geo-space, time,
policy topics, and similarities in political contexts. Our system enables users to infer the
general difusion pattern and support its interpretation with the concept of expected and
deviant patterns of cascades to evaluate the conformity of the inferred relationship with
the actual policy adoption.

(2) Visual design: We propose a novel matrix-based difusion representation to facilitate the
understanding of policy difusion over time and space. Given the adoption cases of a policy
and the inferred relationship between states, it ofers a matrix-based visual overview of
how source and target states are mapped to each other, and whether each adoption case
falls into the expected or deviant pattern.

(3) Evaluation: We provide comprehensive evaluations to study the usefulness, understand-
ability, and utility in real-world policy settings. First, two case studies reveal how users can
take advantage of the system functionality to gain insights. Second, the user study evalu-
ates how the system is intuitive and easy to use even for non-expert users. Furthermore,
we conduct in-depth interviews with three experts, and we demonstrate that PolicyFlow
can facilitate the understanding of the potential and importance of policy difusion.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of prior studies on
visual analysis of text corpus and information difusion. Section 3 discusses the proposed design
with respect to the design goals. We present the analysis approach of policy difusion pattern
in Section 4, followed by the visualization and interaction design in Section 5. We demonstrate
how the system efectively helps domain experts and non-expert users to gain insights on policy
adoption patterns through its usefulness and understandability via case studies, expert interviews,
and a user study in Section 6. In Sections 7 and 8, we conclude our discussion with the strengths
and limitations of our study, as well as future work.

2 RELATEDWORK

Here we describe related work in visual analysis of the text corpus and visualization of difusion
networks.

2.1 Visual Analysis of the Text Corpus

Understanding the text corpus is becoming more challenging due to the large amounts of infor-
mation involved. There have been various approaches to mitigate the cognitive load of users’
exploration on the large text corpus, but one of the efective ways is to visually represent the text
corpus. Since the text corpus is extracted and collected from heterogenous contexts, many stud-
ies in visual analytics focus on the evolution of the text corpus in speciic contexts [20, 25, 35],
where a visual analytic system for each context needs to be specialized in addressing its require-
ments and challenges. Using MeetingVis, Shi et al. [35] analyzed the conversation of participants
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in the context of group meetings. To represent three components of the meeting as a storyline
including participants, topic, and timeline, each participant’s spoken words were processed and
represented as a trend line. Then they were grouped as a topic bubble, with the keywords used
to summarize the salient topic in the timeline. However, Fu et al. [20] and Hoque and Carenini
[25] focused on summarizing the online conversation. Hoque and Carenini [25] especially cap-
tured the hierarchical structure of conversation topics but also supported the interactive editing
of hierarchy to deliver the user feedback. T-Cal [20] analyzed the team conversation in online
chatting, where they discuss a series of tasks to be done. They visually represented a series of
tasks as multiple threads, along with the calendar-based summary view. Some studies [9, 37, 41]
especially focused on efectively visualizing the dynamics of spatio-temporal patterns to identify
the micro-blogging behaviors associated with their temporal and spatial aspects. VAUT [41] built
a visual analytic system that analyzes spatio-temporal dynamics of user-speciic topics. VAiRoma
[12] especially focused on visualizing Wikipedia articles about the topical, spatial, and temporal
aspects of Roman historic events.

Topic visualization is another popular approach in this domain used to summarize the semantics
of the text corpus [8, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 21, 26, 28, 30, 31, 40]. Early works proposed methods that
facilitated the exploration of relationships among topics from multiple aspects [10, 30]. Several
studies represented the dynamic evolution of topics along with river low–based visualizations to
address diferent challenges. TextFlow [13] summarized the dynamics of keywords and relevant
events along with topic lows where topics are split and merged along with the timeline, whereas
RoseRiver [14] visualized how the hierarchical structure of the topics evolved over time through
bar-shaped visual representations of the subtopics being split and combined. Sun et al. [36] in-
troduced EvoRiver, a visual framework dealing with topics cooperating and competing to attract
opinion leaders. LeadLine [16] focused on highlighting the event-speciic topic bursts, whereas
HierarchicalTopics [17] aggregated the derived topics from hLDA to better understand the trend
and semantics of topics.

Visualizing the distribution of text entities such as words and documents has also been given
more attention recently. The embedding techniques, including word embedding, are utilized to
help understand how entities are semantically distributed with some extent of similarity. Park
et al. [33] help users analyze a concept (e.g., tidal looding) explained by groups of word vector
clusters and speciic documents displayed. The visual analytic system ultimately aims to support
lexicon building for better construction of concepts. Some studies especially focus on the scholarly
communication where citation patterns are captured along with keywords and documents [5, 24].

Our system, however, focuses on capturing the contextual information of policy difusion path-
ways from the text corpus. A set of policy-related documents helps users interpret as evidence, and
we infer how states exert their political power onto others in the policy difusion process using
the policy adoption data that consists of adoption sequences.

2.2 Visualization of Difusion Networks

Information difusion over a large scale of networks today has been traced more extensively and is
thereby ubiquitous in data analysis. In understanding dynamically evolving networks, due to their
complex structures and difusion patterns, visualizing the difusion network has gained attention
in diferent contexts, such as link sharing [1, 2], rumor spreading [3], meeting [39], posting [29],
and conversation [39]. Understanding the inluential actors and relationships has been of great
interest in difusion analysis [19, 39]. IdeaFlow [39] visualized how multiple groups exchange or
exert their ideas onto one another in a hierarchical manner. VisForum [19] analyzed the replying
behavior of online conversation as a set of interactions, where users’ activeness from replies and
postings are represented as glyph and analyzed. D-Map [11] proposed a visual analytic system,
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which is generalized to analyze the ego-centric difusion pattern. WeSeer [29] aimed at predicting
the extent to which an individual posting propagates over the network, and visualizing the detailed
trends of propagation speed and volume, and information over time.

A difusion network evolves over space, time, and topic. A visual analytic system used as a moni-
toring tool is capable of exhibiting thosemulti-aspects of the difusion pattern withmultiple panels
[9, 11]. Chen et al. [11] especially emphasized an instance-based exploration that highlights the
difusion pattern centered by a user in social media with the representation of the geo-spatial, tem-
poral, and user group structure with a hexagonal grid map. Whisper [9] is a real-time monitoring
system for social media that integrated multiple contexts such as geo-spatial and topical distribu-
tion of user groups and tweets, along with their difusion pathways. Their retweet behaviors from
a large number of tweets are monitored in real time and represented in a visual framework that
borrowed a metaphor from the sunlower.

Our PolicyFlow focuses on analyzing the adoption cases of state policies by inferring the in-
luential relationship between states. As it is likely that such general difusion patterns may dif-
fer from spatial, temporal, and topical context, we also support deriving the network for speciic
contexts. Such functionality meets users’ analysis needs in the political domain in that the policy-
making process requires the exploration of the context and background. Our system can support
data-driven exploration on the difusion analytics.

3 DESIGN OVERVIEW

We designed PolicyFlow for interpreting the latent policy difusion network in context. Following
a user-centric design process, we worked closely with a group of domain experts—a team of po-
litical scientists who specialize in the study of policy difusion in American politics. We scheduled
a series of meetings over a year-long period to aid in understanding the system requirements and
to reine our prototype. Our discussions centered on what kinds of patterns need to be captured
and how to reveal and interpret them in various spatio-temporal contexts and political settings.
We summarize the desired system requirements as follows.

3.1 Requirements

R1 overview: The system should ofer a big picture of the general difusion patterns learned
from the historic policy difusion dataset. It should allow users to identify the underlying
difusion network and leading states (i.e., inluential nodes) in such a network.

R2 context: The system should help reveal the difusion patterns in heterogeneous contexts. It
should allow users to explore various questions. For example, how do the network and lead-
ers change over time and regions, and across policy topics? How do the difusion patterns
associate with the socio-economic context of states? What are the relationships between
the difusion and geo-proximity?

R3 structure: The system should help reveal the structural details of the difusion patterns.
Speciically, how does a particular state inluence or be inluenced by other states? Do poli-
cies of similar topics exhibit similar difusion patterns? How do we identify policies with
similar difusion patterns?

R4 inference assessment: The system should enable users to interpret and assess the patterns
derived from the network inference algorithm. In particular, it should clearly show the ex-
tent to which the inferred patterns apply to a particular policy, state, or difusion pathway.

3.2 System Overview

The proposed work, PolicyFlow, is designed and developed based on the aforementioned system
requirements. As shown in Figure 2, the system allows users to interactively explore how state-
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Fig. 2. The system framework of PolicyFlow. Given the dataset of policy adoptions and the metadata of
states, the system supports (1) filtering the multi-dimensional political contexts and (2) selecting an individ-
ual policy and inspecting a policy-specific adoption patern.

based policies are difused in the United States. It allows users to browse and select a subset of
policies from the entire policy database with the multi-faceted (geo-spatial, temporal, and topical)
context ilters (R2). Based on the whole or user-selected subset of policy texts, the system computes
the underlying policy difusion network and generates an overview of the network (R1), with mul-
tiple coordinated views showing the geo-spatial and states’ socio-economic contexts (R2). Users
can explore the structural details through interactions to reveal how states (nodes) are close to
each other in terms of their network connectivity or policy adoption similarity (R3). Our system
supports not only the exploration of aggregated patterns in context but also the examination of a
single policy in detail. The contextual information of a policy is also displayed to help users an-
alyze the difusion patterns. The difusion pattern of a policy is also visualized and diagnosed in
terms of how the inferred difusion patterns conform to or deviate from a particular policy’s actual
adoption sequence (R4).

4 ANALYSIS OF POLICY ADOPTION

4.1 Policy Data

Here we use the policy adoption data collected by Cao et al. [9]. The scope of policies in the sys-
tem includes 764 state-wide policies over 300 years ranging from 1691 to 2017. The dataset consists
of the metadata of states, policies, and the set of policy adoption cases. Each policy is associated
with a history of adoption that indicates which states have adopted this particular policy and the
timeline of adoption. The additional information on policy adoption includes policy subject (e.g.,
health, education), start year (the year of the irst adoption), end year (the year of the last adop-
tion), and the number of states adopting the policy. In the policy data, the underlying difusion
network (i.e., who inluenced whom in the adoption decision) is not observable. The process of
inferring such an underlying network will be detailed in the next section. Another type of infor-
mation collected in our dataset is a set of state-related attributes that provide key socio-economic
context. These include per capita income, minority diversity, legislative professionalism, citizen
ideology, total population, and population density. Such attributes provide theoretically important
covariates [9] and contextual information for users in analyzing the difusion patterns. We provide
analytical modules that may help hypothesize how each state’s attributes correlate to its role in
the propagation of political agendas as a follower or inluencer.
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4.2 From Adoption to Difusion Network

Asmentioned earlier, the policy adoption data allows for observing how a policy was adopted over
time and across states, but the underlying inluence or difusion network—that is, who tends to
lead and who tends to follow—is often unobservable [15]. The goal of network inference is thus to
infer a latent difusion network of political actors (i.e., states) based on observable data related to
the repeated adoption choices that those actors make.

We apply the latent network inference algorithm, NetInf [22], to infer policy difusion net-
works. A policy’s adoption history can be considered as multiple network cascades, where each
cascade consists of a sequence of adoption cases called contagions. A contagion c , denoted as a
tuple (p,u,v, tv )c , means that the adoption of a policy p has spread from state u to state v at time
tv . A directed edgeu → v connecting a pair of state nodes was used to indicate that policies difuse
from source node u to follower node v . The set of cascades for a speciic policy p can be obtained
by grouping the contagions by policy, denoted as {(p ′,u,v, tv )c |p

′
= p}.

In practice, a contagion can only be observed through (p,v, tv )c that describes the time tv when
node v became infected by the contagion c of a policy p. The NetInf algorithm aims to recover
the unobserved directed networkG∗ (i.e., the policy difusion network over which the contagions
spread). The algorithm is based on a probabilisticmodel that provides the probability of a contagion
c between a pair of nodes u and v , and the probability that contagion c propagated in a particular
cascade tree. Based on this, P (C |G ), the probability of a set of cascades C occurring in G, can be
obtained, and the latent difusion network G∗ as a inal output of the algorithm is approximated

by Ĝ = argmaxP (C |G ) with a sparsity constraint on all possible G. Note that a latent difusion
network can include cycles between states, which indicates the possibility of having edges u →
v , v → w , and w → v among nodes u, v , and w , for example. This indicates that the inluential
relationship may not be simple: when aggregating multiple policies to infer a general network
that encodes the interaction between states, certain states tend to inluence other states for some
policies, but at the same time, those source states are likely to be inluenced in turn by those other
states. Such structure indicates the complex relationship among states when considering policy
adoptions.

The time complexity of the algorithm depends on the structure of the network to be inferred
from the cascades. According to Leskovec and Krause [27], the underlying network (the best prop-
agation tree) can be found in time linear in the number of edges “by simply selecting an incoming
edge of highest weight for each node.” With the greedy algorithm and the two speeding-up im-
provements, the algorithm has been shown to be scalable in a large network.

5 INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATION

We implement a visual analytic system to ofer a better understanding of the trajectory of policy
difusion and the relationship between states. Each component not only supports visualizing the
multi-dimensional contexts but also coordinatewith each other tomeet the requirements described
in Section 3.1. Throughout the system, the consistent system-wide color (gray and orange) scheme
is chosen based on the following criteria: (1) there is no overlapping with other colors in the
system, (2) they are visually distinguishable from each other, and (3) they are color blind–friendly.
The following sections address each requirement in the system in Section 3.1, but at the same time,
they describe how each componentworks (Section 5.1) and howmultiple components interactively
support the system requirements (Sections 5.2 and 5.3). Finally, the policy-speciic patterns and
detailed information are described in Section 5.4.
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5.1 Overview of Spatio-Temporal Contexts

PolicyFlow’s primary goal is to give users a comprehensive overview of the general difusion
pattern (R1). Several visual components in our system provide diferent aspects of the network (by
time, by region, or by topic) independently.

Centered within the system is Network-View. A difusion network is a directed network where
an inluencer state u and a follower state v is connected by an edge e = (u,v ). By default, the
system renders the general difusion network inferred from the full set of policies (Figure 1(a)).
The node size is adjusted by the inluence, which includes ive node centralities (outdegrees, be-
tweenness, closeness, page rank, and hit) [32] available under the “inluence” dropdown menu.
Network-View represents either a network of general difusion patterns or a speciic policy. When
a speciic policy is selected, Network-View re-renders the network with the information of how
the adoption sequence of the speciic policy conforms or deviates from the general difusion (see
Section 5.4.1 for details of expected and deviant patterns). Those two networks are rendered dif-
ferently, as shown Figure 1(a) and (c), where 23 state nodes in the policy network of “Mandated
Coverage of Clinical Trials” (Figure 1(c)) are connected by solid lines (expected cascade) and dashed
lines (deviant cascade), whereas the general network does not represent such edges.

Subject-Browser (Figure 1(b-i)) and Content-Browser (Figure 1(b-ii)) displays the categorical
and topical distribution of policies. For Subject-Browser, we obtain the policy categories from
our policy metadata, which includes its name, category, and irst and last adopted year. To cap-
ture the topical dimension of the policies in Content-Browser, we collect and present, for each
policy, the top ive documents retrieved using Google search. Then we leverage latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) [7], a topic modeling approach that obtains the latent topic distributions based
on the probabilistic distribution, to analyze the semantic relationships of the collected documents.
We present K clusters as a result of the topic modeling (K = 20 in this work), and for each cluster,
the 15 most salient words and the number of policies are shown in the tooltip when a user hovers
over a topic in Content-Browser.

We visualize Subject-Browser and Content-Browser as a pie chart, for the purpose of (1) pro-
viding a space-eicient visualization and ilteringmodule, and (2) providing categories and derived
topic distributions over the entire policies. Here, a pie chart is an intuitive visualization that meets
our requirements in that it is not only comprises pieces of items (i.e., categories or topics), whose
size represents its proportion, but also users can select one piece at a time to ilter policies by cat-
egory. The detailed information, such as the number of policies within each category and related
keywords for each topic, is shown when a user hovers over an individual category or topic in
the pie chart. Other alternative designs were considered but ultimately were excluded due to their
limitations. For example, a word cloud can provide a keyword-based overview and efectively visu-
alize the semantic aspect of each topic derived from LDA, but it is not well suited to the purpose of
the per-category summary module with its proportion and functionality as a context ilter. Some
of the limitations in the current visualization that stem from the design of the pie chart still exist.
In the pie chart, a category with a small number of relevant policies is not likely to take enough
space to present the name of topic/content and its keywords. To get around this issue, we addi-
tionally provide a tooltip of each category or topic when it is hovered over. We take advantage of
those spaces to display the name and relevant keywords, as those contents are likely to be verbose,
thereby requiring signiicant space even with other alternative visualization designs.

Timeline-View linearly shows the frequency of policy adoption throughout the entire policy
adoption history (Figure 1(e)). Map-View represents the spatial locations and geo-proximity of
states with two modes: state-wide (Figure 1(e)) and regional (Figure 1(b-iii)).
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Fig. 3. Examining structural details via “Connected” mode. Map-View and Network-View pair renders the in-
fluential relationship of states regarding the policy “Framework for Donation of Organs, Other Body Parts.”
On hovering over CA in the network, the Connected mode highlights the states that are connected to Cali-
fornia (with lighter orange for expected cascades and darker orange for deviant cascades).

5.2 Highlight of Difusion Structural Details

We support the exploration of the similarity and connectivity of states and policies in a network
with interactive visualization (R3). Oftentimes, the network layout comes with visual clutter such
that users may not easily understand the structural details as a network involves several nodes and
edges. Exploring a node and its inluencer and follower states is an important task in the system.
Therefore, we set it up as one of our requirements (R3), which is for the system to decompose the
structural details of relationships between states or policies. Speciically, we attempt to help users
answer these questions: How are states similar to each other in terms of their connections and
similarities from the network? What are the similar policies in the aspect of content and cascade?
To answer the irst question, we provide two hover modes to examine the similar states in the

policy network view: Connected and Similar (Figure 3). When users hover over a speciic state, the
system highlights the connected states (i.e., states that are connected to the hovered state via edge)
or the ive most similar states in the network (i.e., states that share the most connected nodes in
common). Users can select one of two modes by adjusting the slide bar.

Then, to answer the second question, PolicyFlow derives the similarity of policies from two
perspectives: (1) content similarity by calculating the pairwise TF-IDF score of relevant articles in
our dataset and (2) cascade similarity derived by the pairwise similarity of adoption sequences. The
cascade similarity is speciicallymeasured by (Jaccard score×Kendall score) of adoption sequences
from two policies. For two policies pA and pB of our interest, and the adopting states SpA and
SpB , we irst identify the common states within two sequences and calculate how those common
states are proportional to the union of all states within two sequences using the Jaccard score
where J (SpA , SpB ) = |SpA ∩ SpB |/|SpA ∪ SpB |. After obtaining two sequences that only preserve the
common states Sc = {s |s ∈ SpA , s ∈ SpB } from the irst step, we calculate the ranking correlation of
the same length of two sequences by calculating the Kendall distance. The inal similarity score is
calculated by the multiplication of these two scores. The higher the score is, the more similar two
adoption sequences are. Policy-Detailed-View is dedicated to providing this information along
with the detailed policy information. If a policy is selected, similar policies are listed with their
similarity score. Users can use the tab interface to toggle between the two lists.

5.3 Filter on Geo-Political Contexts

The visual components in PolicyFlow not only serve to explore the overview but also to ilter
the dataset by context. In our system, the interaction of three ilters allows users to narrow down
to a subset of policies (Figure 4) with the coordination of multiple views and user interactions as
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Fig. 4. An interaction scenario involving three visual components for the purpose of filtering the multi-
dimensional contexts (R2). By selecting a topic (or a category) (a), or a certain period of time (b), a sub-
set of policy adoptions is selected, which triggers updating the inferred difusion, followed by re-rendering
Network-View. (c) When users select some states in Map-View, the corresponding nodes are visually filtered
from the existing inferred network.

described in Figure 4 (R2). When a user is interested in a speciic category or topic of policies, they
can start from Subject-Browser or Content-Browser by selecting a static pie chart that shows
the overall distribution of policies in terms of their categories or topics. Then the policy adoption
cases in the current analysis are limited within the scope of the selected category or topic, which
makes the system update the general difusion network in real time given the set of policy adop-
tions. Network-View and Timeline-View are re-rendered based on the new inferred network and
dataset. In the same manner, selecting a time period by dragging a part of Timeline-View also
updates the selected policy adoption cases (i.e., limited to ones from 1970 to 2000), which triggers
inferring a new difusion network and re-rendering Network-View. Map-View, however, serves
to select some nodes (i.e., states) of users’ interest, to visually ilter the nodes within the cur-
rent inferred network (without updating it) and help users focus on analyzing the selected nodes
and their relationship. We also note that when the network is being re-calculated and updated
in real time, by being triggered upon selecting a new set of policies, such as when users adjust
Content/Subject Browser or Timeline View, running the algorithm in real time takes a few
seconds at most (given the moderate size and number of cascades (764 policies as the total number
of cascades; 50 states in a cascade at maximum), and users are provided with visual feedback for
the status update.

PolicyFlow also supports exploring and identifying some state-related factors and their corre-
lation with the inferred relationship. Although inferring a network from the policy adoption cases
that occurred in history gives us an understanding of the post hoc relationship between states,
the reasoning behind such relationship is another dimension of understanding the policy difu-
sion. Our system contains a set of the socio-economic status of states as metadata. It consists of
per capita income, minor diversity, legislative professionalism, citizen ideology, total population,
and population density in the dataset. Our system computes the rank correlation between the
node centrality of the policy network and socio-economic attributes in real time. When a policy
is selected, the correlation measure is updated along with the attribute names in the dropdown
menu.
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Fig. 5. The interaction between components on the selection of a policy “Bans Child Pornography.”
Policy-List-View displays a set of policies with their additional information (a). When a user se-
lects the policy, Policy-Detailed-View shows detailed information on the selected policy (b), and
Policy-Inspection-View conveys the difusion pathways of the policy (c-i). When a user hovers over a
semi-circle (e.g., an adoption case where MN adopted the policy in 1982), all source (colored as light purple)
and target nodes (colored as light purple) are specified with arrows (c-ii). The matrix view is capable of being
ordered by state atributes (e.g., minor diversity in the screenshot) in the y-axis (c-iii).

5.4 Inspecting on Policy-Specific Adoption Patern

Separate from iltering over a set of policies, our system supports inspecting the policy-speciic
adoption pattern (R4). It starts from Policy-List-View (Figure 5(a)), which lists all policies within
the dataset in a table view on default, where users are not only allowed to select an individual
policy but also browse through policy metadata. The list of policies within Policy-List-View

is coordinated with context iltering introduced in Section 5.3 such that it displays a subset of
policies selected from the context ilters by user. Once a policy is selected, Policy-Detailed-View
(Figure 5(b)) displays the policy-speciic information, including the policy name and category, full
text data, and the list of similar policies. Policy-Inspection-View is also enabled for users to
inspect the policy-speciic difusion pattern, which will be introduced in detail in the following
section.

5.4.1 Policy Inspection View. Policy-Inspection-View visualizes how individual policy dif-
fuses through states. Diferent from other components serving as a context ilter, Policy-
Inspection-View associates with a single policy and provides the summary of policy adoptions
when users select a speciic policy.

Policy-Inspection-View, shown in Figure 5(c), is essentially a two-dimensional array where
each cell is a spatio-temporal incidence of policy adoption (s, t ) with a state s from the vertical
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axis and a year t from the horizontal axis. Each row is then a timeline of a state’s policy adop-
tion history. Here we choose a matrix view among the possible alternatives of dynamic graph
visualization [4] for two reasons. First, overview: a form of matrix can provide a visual overview of
multi-dimensional aspects of policy adoption. The temporal dimension as a horizontal axis can line
up from the left to right to indicate the intuitive temporal orientation. Second, ordering: a matrix is
capable of ordering the axes. In our visual component, the spatial dimension of the states can be
ordered by their properties (e.g., ordering states by minor diversity in Figure 5(c-iii)). Third, focus:
the matrix view can easily encode individual adoption cases as an individual cell that marks when
the adoption case is adopted by which state, then the target and source state can be highlighted
with its arrows. However, the alternative designs to efectively represent a dynamic graph, such as
a network view, may not able to clearly visualize such spatio-temporal patterns and the adoption
incidents visually encoded in one view.

Along with Policy-Inspection-View, we introduce the concepts for interpreting the policy
adoptions against the general difusion pattern: expected and deviant pattern. Once the system
infers a latent difusion network from multiple policies, each policy adoption is associated with
an edge e (u,v ), where u is an inferred source state and v is the state that adopted the policy
regarding the policy adoption case. These two types of patterns E = {e (u,v )}, expected and deviant
patterns, serve to indicate conformity between the model’s inference from a set of policies (i.e., u
inluences v in the general network) and the time dependency (i.e., which state (u or v) actually
adopted the policy earlier), and visualize such patterns in this view. Speciically, an expected pattern
eexpected = {e (u,v ) | tu < tv } indicates that the policy was adopted to the inluential state u and
the follower state v identiied in the inferred network in chronological order. However, a deviant
pattern edeviant = {e (u,v ) | tu > tv } is where the follower state u in the inferred network actually
adopted the policy earlier than the inluencer state v (i.e., the adoption sequence does not match
the inluential relationship inferred based on a set of policy adoption cases).

An example of the Policy-Inspection-View, with a detailed adoption pattern of the “Bans
Child Pornography” policy, is presented Figure 5. In Figure 5(c-i), a semi-circle indicates a single
event of adopting this policy by Florida in the corresponding year. Two diferent types of the strips
coming to a semi-circle icon represents the expected or deviant pattern of policy adoption. We
visually represent a expected pattern as a purple-colored strip with a semi-circle heading forward
(i.e., the expected direction where the time goes) and a deviant pattern of an adoption as a pink-
colored strip with a semi-circle heading backward. As a summary of overviewing the expected
and deviant pattern with respect to the selected policy, we provide a summary statistic of those
patterns called the conforming score. We calculate the conforming score by |Eexpected |/|E | of each
policy. In other words, the score is the proportion of expected edges among all edges, indicating
how the adoption sequence of selected policy conforms to the general pattern. We provide the
conforming score of each policy within Policy-Inspection-View.

On hover of a semi-circle component, Policy-Inspection-View provides the connectivity be-
tween nodes within the general difusion pattern. In other words, the layout reveals the egocentric
network of the state in a way that all edges connected to it are represented. In Figure 5(c-ii), the
hovered node is represented as a yellow node. The incoming and outgoing edges connect the node
to its source and target nodes, which are colored as light and dark purple. We also specify which
other nodes are inluenced by its source node. The gray edges coming from the source node indi-
cate in Figure 5 that CA is a great inluencer impacting on most of the other states.

6 EVALUATION

This section presents our evaluation of PolicyFlow through three studies. The irst is the
case study. We present two usage scenarios and demonstrate how the system meets its design
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Fig. 6. Case study 1. (a) The general difusion patern derived from the entire policy dataset. It shows that
CA is a dominant state in the difusion network. (b) The difusion network ater selecting “Civil Rights”
policies and the highlight of the sub-network connecting to RI in (c). (d) The difusion network ater further
selecting a time period and the sub-network connecting to RI in (e). Colors indicate the focal nodes—orange:
the mouse-hovered node (focal state), light orange: followers of the focal state, and dark orange: influencers
of the focal state.

requirement and how its functionality facilitates pattern discovery and in-depth analyses on pol-
icy difusion. The second is the expert interview. We conduct interviews with three domain experts
who have background knowledge in policy difusion. We present how the system helps domain
experts examine their questions of interest or explore new research questions. The third is the
user study. We conduct a user study on non-expert users to evaluate the system’s usability and
efectiveness to meet its design requirements.

6.1 Case Study

In this section, we demonstrate the efectiveness and utility of PolicyFlow in helping users gain a
better understanding of policy difusion. We consider political analysts such as political scientists,
policymakers, and lobbyists, and members of the NGO, as the main users of our system. For those
experts, understanding the trajectory of policy adoptions over states is a crucial task for plan-
ning and creating a new policy, and moreover, predicting how diferent aspects of a new policy
may unfold in the near future. Here we provide two usage scenarios to show how users can use
PolicyFlow to gain insights from the policy dataset.

Case 1: Abortion ban. We use policies related to “abortion ban” to demonstrate how
PolicyFlow can be used to obtain a big picture of the policy difusion on a given topic, and acquire
a deeper understanding about speciic policies through the system’s functionality.

Anna is a policy analyst interested in understanding the difusion of “abortion ban” policies that
can be traced back to the Northeast region in the late 1900s. Substantive questions related to the
topic include the following: In general, what would the difusion pattern on this topic look like? How
can a speciic role in the network or a speciic period of the network be examined? How can policies

with diferent difusion dynamics be characterized? How can correlated factors (e.g., socio-economic

attributes of the states) for patterns of difusion be analyzed?

Anna tried to answer these questions using PolicyFlow. By default, the system showed the
overall difusion pattern in Network-View (Figure 6(a)), where the difusion network was derived
from the entire set of policy data. By looking at this network, Anna saw an overall picture of
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Fig. 7. Policy inspection of Case 1. Ater selecting the policy “Physicians Can Refuse to Do an Abortion,”
the detailed information and similar policies were displayed (a), and the adoption sequence was shown in
Policy-Inspection-View (b), with the state RI highlighted (d). The user can enumerate the socio-economic
atributes that are highly correlated with the adoption sequence (e) or compare the sequence with that of
another policy (c).

how policies difuse throughout history (R1). She also looked at the inluential states, such as
California, a state with great policy inluence to other states, which was positioned in the center of
the network. Anna also checked the policy adoption frequencies across time from Timeline-View

and across subjects from the Subject-Browser. By clicking on the “Civil Rights” category on
the Subject-Browser, she narrowed down the set of policies to be rendered in Network-View

(Figure 6(b)) (R2). This view allowed her to further look at the key players in this category (R3).
She then selected RI and its follower node MA in Network-View. The two states, as well as
their directly connected states (inluencers and followers), were highlighted with various colors
(Figure 6(c)). She further narrowed down the policy selection using Timeline-View to select
policies adopted after the 1970s (R2). The network was immediately updated (Figure 6(d)), through
which Anna found a slightly diferent pattern, where RI was likely to be inluenced by CT, and
only inluenced NM within this period. She also found that CT had a greater inluence than other
Northeastern states as the node with a larger size (relecting its “outdegree”). When Anna chose
to render node size with “closeness” (using the dropdown menu of network centrality measure),
CT became the second largest inluential state, indicating CT’s inluence on many states (large
“outdegree”), although the inluence may not be evenly distributed.

Anna decided to take a closer look at the policy “Physicians Can Refuse to Do an Abortion,” as
the system shows this is the most adopted policy (47 states) in this category. When a policy was
selected, the system showed Policy-Inspection-View and Policy-Detailed-View (Figure 7).
Policy-Detailed-View displayed the policy contents and the list of similar policies as shown
in Figure 7(a). Anna found that, interestingly, the most similar policy in terms of policy cascade
similarity was “Require a Licensed Physician for Abortion,” which is also related to the abortion
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issue—suggesting that the two policies on similar issues have great similarity in terms of how they
were adopted over time. She also discovered that the ive most similar policies in terms of policy
cascade similarity all fell into the “Civil Rights” category, which provided her a sense of how rel-
evant policies difused in a relatively similar way. Anna checked the detailed difusion pattern of
the policy “Physicians Can Refuse to Do an Abortion” in Policy-Inspection-View (Figure 7(b))
(R4). The pioneer states regarding this policy were NY and IL, which adopted the policy in 1976
and 1978, respectively. Starting in 1984, the policy was quickly adopted by the other 45 states
within 10 years. She checked another policy of her interest, “Ban on Post-Viability Abortion” in
Policy-Inspection-View (Figure 7(c)) to compare the difusion pattern and found that the two
policies exhibited diferent adoption dynamics in terms of adoption speed. The former policy was
abruptly adopted within 10 years over 40 states (Figure 7(b)), whereas the latter policy had difused
over almost 30 years, with its initial 11 adoptions within the irst 3 years (Figure 10(c)). When she
came back to the analysis of the policy “Physicians Can Refuse toDo anAbortion,” Anna found that
by looking at Policy-Inspection-View, most adoptions were expected by the model (the gen-
eral difusion pattern derived from the set of “Civil Rights” policies) when she looked at the ratio
of expected and deviant patterns encoded by purple and pink strips. Such visual encoding also al-
lowed her to investigate howmany years each policy adoption took between the source and target
state’s adoption year. Finally, Anna checked what socio-economic attributes of the states best ex-
plained (correlated with) the adoption sequence. By enumerating the “Attribute” dropdown menu
(Figure 7(e)), she found that “Total Population” had the highest correlation score (0.68) with the
adoption sequence of the selected policy. She also further checked Map-View and Network-View

to ind states with large “Total Population.” This particular functionality allowed her to see what
socio-economic statuses were common in those adopted states (R2).

Case 2: Marijuana use.We use policies related to “marijuana use” to demonstrate how to use
PolicyFlow to discover similar policies with contrasting difusion patterns.

Bob is a policy researcher who has been tasked with comparing policies related to marijuana use
and smoking—both are health-related policies. Important questions in this comparison include the
following: Did the two kinds of health-related agenda have diferent policy difusion characteristics?

If so, how were they diferent in terms of adopted states (spatial) and adoption speed (temporal)?

First, Bob looked at Policy-List-View and searched relevant policies with keywords “mari-
juana” and “smoking.” He retrieved six and three policies from each of the keywords, and all of
them belonged to the health category shown in Subject-Browser. To obtain a iner-grained sub-
set, he checked the Content-Browser, which clusters the policies based on their content. Here he
found that the two health-related agendas fell into two clusters (Figure 8)—cluster 2 had 69 poli-
cies and was associated with keywords “marijuana, gun, bully, etc.,” and cluster 4 had 15 policies
relating to keywords “smoking, drinking, place, restaurant, etc.” He checked the policies in the
two clusters. As shown in Figure 8(a) and (c), the two clusters appeared to be diferent in terms of
pursuing values: cluster 2 consisted of issues and agendas including gun control, cybercrime, and
bullying crime, which were related to the debates between rights and regularization (one of which
was marijuana use), whereas in cluster 4, policies were related to public health.

6.2 Expert Interview

We conducted expert interviews to better understand whether the proposed system achieves its
design goals, as well as its strengths and limitations. We invited three domain experts—three pro-
fessors in diferent political science and public policy departments in two American universities.
They had suicient background knowledge about the policy-making process and policy adoption.
One expert’s research specialty was even in policy difusion.
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Fig. 8. Comparative analysis of Marijuana Use and Smoking Ban agendas in Case 2. (a) Marijuana use
policies belong to cluster 2 with other agendas that are related to the right of freedom by regulation. (b) The
system allows the user to decompose the detailed structure of policy adoption traces over states (driven by
a few states including CA, FL, and TX). (c) Smoking ban policies belong to cluster 4 with alcohol ban policies.
(d) These policies tend to be adopted more gradually than those in cluster 2.

Procedure. We conducted semi-structured interviews with the three experts. In each of the in-
terviews, we began with an introduction of the system functionality, followed by a 10-minute
warm-up session for experts to explore and get familiar with the system. We then had a brain-
storming session where we conversed with the experts to identify a policy topic of their greatest
interest. With the identiied topic, we asked the experts to list some research questions and explore
how our system can facilitate the analysis of these questions. From the three interviews, we exam-
ined how PolicyFlow helps gain insights into policy analyses on signiicant social/political topics
(with experts A and B) and how PolicyFlow helps explore new research questions (with expert C).

Interview with Expert A: Policies on consumer protection. Expert A is a professor of public policy
who specializes in privacy issues in cyberspace. In the brainstorming session, she identiied that an
interesting policy related to her research was the “California Consumer Privacy Act 2018,” which
is centered on the debate of users’ right to control the data sold or sent to third-party providers. Re-
lated aspects include California’s leading role in disseminating the legislation, other states’ related
efort and participation, and the role of federal legislation (Figure 9(a)). From the system design
perspective, we sought to understand (1) who would beneit from the visual analytics and (2) how
the system’s spatial, temporal, and topical exploration functionality aid in conducting the policy
analysis.
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Fig. 9. The political seting and system exploration on the California Privacy Act 2018. (a) The current po-
litical status of this legislation is summarized in multiple layers of political setings. California plays a lead-
ing role as nationwide initiatives spread. Political actors with dashed lines are the projection by explor-
ing past policies relevant to consumer information shown in (b), (c), and (d). (d) The visual summary of
Policy-Inspection-View indicates that both of the two policies were initiated by CA, and a series of adop-
tions by multiple states ater a few spreader states adopted the policies.

In the system, Expert A found two related consumer protection policies (“Limits Credit Agencies
from Issuing a Credit Report without Consumer Consent” and “Restrictions on Displaying Credit
Card Numbers on Sales Receipts”) and discovered that, in their general difusion network, CA
played a leading role as a major inluencer to LA,WA, and TX, and LA andWAwere the next major
inluencers, reaching out to other the 22 states (Figure 9(b)). By further checking the two policies
in Policy-Inspection-View (Figure 9(c)), she noticed that the adoptions were characterized by
immediate difusion over 31 and 25 states for each policywithin 10 years. Expert A commented that
PolicyFlow can at least meet two diferent purposes: “The leading states, like California, can be
observed from the historic difusion pattern and learn what would be the next possible state to best
exert their inluence. The policymakers across states can also learn from the historical patterns to
predict how a policy would be accepted widely for the near future.” She also noted that the system
can help policymakers obtain a bigger picture and motivate them to investigate the circumstances
of other states that were connected through related policies. She also pointed out a limitation of
our system: “While the state-wise interaction is important, it does not consider the more complex
interaction between state governments and the federal system, which could signiicantly afect the
policy adoption at the state level.”

Interview with Expert B: Policies on education. Expert B is a professor of political science. He
mentioned his interest in policies about “school choice” and the political dynamics before and after
the Trump administration surrounding this topic in the brainstorming session. Related questions
included the role of Midwestern states and other advocates in changing the educational system
(Figure 10(a)). From the system design perspective, we were interested in (1) how the systemwould
help examine the role of Midwestern states and (2) how the policy advocates would use the system
to best plan their strategy in promoting certain policies.

In the system, Expert B found that both School Choice and Charter School legislation were
included in the dataset, and he was able to see the difusion of educational policies in general
(Figure 10(b)). Using the system, Expert B conirmed the vital role of Midwestern states as he
mentioned earlier but with more concrete evidence, where OH was the most inluential state,
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Fig. 10. The political seting and system exploration on School Choice. (a) School Choice is characterized
by the active role of Midwestern states in spreading the innovation and interaction of policy entrepreneurs
in the process. The overall difusion patern of the “Education” category demonstrates the leading role of
Midwestern states (b), and Policy-Inspection-View summarizes the rapid spread of “Charter School”
policy coming from the nationwide atention with policy entrepreneurs’ involvement (c).

and other Midwestern states including MI, MN, WI, and KS also acted as great inluencers. In
terms of the system utility, Expert B especially mentioned that those “policy entrepreneurs” (he
referred to this concept as individuals and organizations who serve as a catalyst for the difusion
of innovations around governments including think tanks, teaching professions, and grass-roots
groups) can use the system to strategically plan which states should be allocated resources next,
according to how a policy is likely to difuse. During the interview, he especially acknowledged
the beneit of having “the integrated tool of comprehensive policy dataset and the policy-related
text information extracted from search results.”

Interview with Expert C: Future Research in policy difusion. Expert C is a political scientist who
specializes in public policy difusion research. In the brainstorming session, he mentioned his in-
terest in exploring multi-dimensional aspects of abortion ban policies, which involves aspects such
as civil rights, morality issues, and health concern. From the system design perspective, we were
interested in how the systemwould help explore multi-dimensional aspects of abortion ban issues.

In the system, Expert C found a total of 29 policies related to abortion ban (all in the “Civil
Rights” category within Subject-Browser). He also found that in addition to Subject-Browser,
the system provided another semantic dimension of policies with Content-Browser. He found it
interesting that related policies were split into three topic clusters with diferent keywords and
difusion patterns (Figure 11). He commented that such semantic exploration was useful in under-
standing the public policies in depth—how they formed as a group by a similar agenda. Expert C
also noted that with the with multi-faceted ilters currently provided in the system, it was helpful
for him to eiciently browse various general difusion networks with diferent context settings.
However, “It would be more useful to have multiple ilters at once (e.g., selecting multiple cate-
gories at once)” to help Expert C explore multi-dimensional aspects.

6.3 User Study

We test the usability and efectiveness of the system by conducting a user study that targets non-
expert users who do not have background knowledge related to policy difusion.
We recruited 15 participants (age: 20–28 years; gender: 6 female and 9 male). All participants

were currently college or graduate students in a university, from a variety of disciplines, including
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Fig. 11. Three topical clusters where 29 abortion ban policies belong. We capture that those policies are
divided and grouped in three clusters by semantic aspects. This figure includes the interpretation of three
sets of abortion policies and difusion paterns with influencer states listed.

Fig. 12. User study results: usability (a) and efectiveness (b).

information and computer science, political science, public policy, economics, business, and
statistics.

Study procedure. The study was conducted using three steps. First, we briely introduced the
background knowledge of policy difusion, the goal of PolicyFlow, as well as the system func-
tionality for 20 minutes. Second, we provided a tutorial of the system and let users play with it to
become familiar with its interface. Third, to help them better understand the system’s function-
ality, we prepared 10 tasks to let users explore the system. For each task, we speciied a policy,
state, or time period of interest to seek an answer (e.g., Could you identify policies that might
have similar cascade sequence to the policy “Film Tax Credits”?). Finally, we asked participants to
complete a set of survey questions. The survey includes two types of subjective aspects: (1) usabil-
ity: whether the system is easy to use and intuitive, and (2) efectiveness: how the system meets its
design requirements and helps users understand policy difusion. A total of 11 questions, each on
a 5-point Likert scale, were asked. We also collected open-ended feedback after the questionnaires.

Results. As shown in Figure 12, the overall result (M = 4.15, SD = 0.81) indicated that the partic-
ipants agreed that PolicyFlow has reasonably good usability and has overall achieved its system
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requirement. For the usability, participants agreed that the system is “easy to use” (M = 4.2, SD =
0.65) and “understandable” (M = 4.27, SD = 0.85). In the open-ended feedback section, most of the
participants mentioned that they appreciated the multi-dimensional analysis of policies and adop-
tion cases. Three participants mentioned that the inferred network looked appealing; it intuitively
shows the relationship among states and clearly represents the difusion pattern. The “intuitive”
aspect had rated the lowest (M = 3.6, SD = 1.25). Some participants felt that the system’s learning
curve is high because they need to have background knowledge of policy adoption to understand
the concept of network inference.

In terms of efectiveness (how well the system meets its requirements), participants agreed that
overall, the system is well integrated (M = 4.6, SD = 0.49). All four system requirements received
scores above 4.4, indicating that the system met most of its design requirements. Three users
mentioned that the exploration of policies in context was useful, especially the ability to perform
categorical and topical selection (iltering) of policies. Four participants additionally suggested that
the system could providemore detailed information about state politics (the ideological orientation
of a state and who governs the state, etc.).

7 DISCUSSION

We found that overall, PolicyFlow was highly appreciated by the expert and non-expert users
who participated in our interviews and user study. The overall strengths, as mentioned in both
studies, were the following:

• Capacity of multi-faceted iltering/selection to meet users’ heterogeneous needs: This allows
for narrowing down the complicated policy data according to the users’ interest in spe-
ciic political settings. In the case studies and expert interviews, we demonstrated the sys-
tem’s capacity to help connect the difusion network patterns with particular political con-
texts through Policy-Inspection-Viewwith the concept of expected and deviant patterns.
Even though the experts and users we interviewed showed their heterogeneous interest and
needs, in most scenarios the multi-faceted iltering was able to meet the users’ political in-
terests coming from their heterogeneous expertise and focus of study.

• Diverse application scenarios throughout the diferent political settings: In the expert inter-
views, we also showed that PolicyFlow with our system can beneit political actors in dif-
ferent settings: our system is capable of not only serving state governments but also other
political actors across the federal and local levels of the political system such as Congress
and grass root groups as potential users. The inferred relationship based on historical pol-
icy adoptions enabled them to identify the leading state as policy advocates within speciic
political context, then any political actors who want to communicate with them proactively
take action according to the analysis result in the system. The federal-level policy oicers
are also expected to have our system monitor state-level policy difusion.

• Comparative analysis between the inferred relationship and actual adoptions:
Policy-Inspection-View that allows for a comparison between the expected and
deviant patterns was also highly appreciated by experts as a useful feature that allows
users to see how expected or predictable the adoption sequence of a given policy was from
the model and the historical data.

The evaluation process also served to identify the main limitations or suggestions gathered in
our study:
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• More lexible policy iltering: The system currently allows users to perform multi-faceted
selection of policies (on spatial, temporal, and topical facets), whereas only a single ilter
can be applied on each facet. Experts B and C suggested that it would be more useful for
users to apply multiple ilters simultaneously (e.g., to apply keyword iltering together with
topical and subject ilters, or other criteria). This will extend PolicyFlow’s capability to
deal with inter-related aspects in the policy data.

• Ideological aspect of policies: During the expert interviews, it was suggested that the ideo-
logical aspect of polices is crucial in interpreting the policy difusion patterns. As Expert B
commented, policymakers make their arguments with stances through policies and bills—
the ideological aspect provides a possible explanation as towhy sets of policieswere adopted
in similar or diferent ways.

• Relationship beyond the state level: Although our system aims at capturing the policy inlu-
ence between states, the political system as a whole involves more complex interactions
beyond the state level. Expert A stressed that policy is made and adopted more like a ping-
pong game where state legislatures and other political actors such as the Supreme Court,
federal congresses, and other local and nation-wide organizations negotiate and make mod-
iications to the legislation. Capturing the multi-level interactions among various types of
political actors will help further understand the dynamics of real-world political interac-
tions and how they manifest in policy difusion.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we presented PolicyFlow, an interactive framework for exploring difusion patterns
of policies in context. The policy-making process in the public policy sector requires multi-faceted
exploration and careful inspection of the observable policy data within a complex context. The
visual components in our system not only provide an overview of difusion patterns over states but
also enable contextual iltering on spatial, temporal, and topical aspects. We went a step further by
providing analytic components that allows users to interactively inspect the similarity of policies,
improving Policy-Inspection-View to make it interact with users and focus on a brief range of
states and year, and assess the inference networks generated by the network inference algorithm.
In the future, we plan to incorporate the experts’ suggestions and address the aforementioned
limitations, such as providing a more lexible policy iltering mechanism, providing a ideological
view of policies, and integrating multiple levels of interactions among diferent types of political
actors, to help users better understand policy difusion in the highly complex context.
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